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LanguageCert USAL esPro
Computer Based test

This manual has been produced to ensure that you are familiar and comfortable with all aspects of the LanguageCert USAL esPro adaptive testing experience, from logging in to receiving your score at the end of your exam. Please read through it and get in touch with your test centre if you require clarifications.

Thank you for choosing LanguageCert USAL esPro!
Login page and compatibility check

The first step in the exam experience is to log in to the system with the credentials which your invigilator has provided. During this step, a computer compatibility check is automatically performed to ensure your exam takes place without any technical issues. If your computer is not fully compatible (an X will appear in the check box ☐), please inform your invigilator.

Check your personal information

Your personal information will already be filled in. You will need to review it carefully and let your invigilator know if any detail is not correct. Note that this is the information that will be printed on your certificate, so ensuring everything is correct is important.
Accept the Non-Disclosure Agreement

Read and accept the Non-Disclosure Agreement related to the exam provided by LanguageCert.

Exam Instructions

Carefully read the exam instructions. If you need any clarifications, ask your invigilator.
Exam screen layout

1. Progress bar

This shows you how far through the exam you currently are. Note that this exam is adaptive. This means that our intelligent exam system provides questions based on your answers to the questions as you go through the exam – it adapts to your level.

2. Volume control

Here, you can control the volume during the Listening part of the exam. The audio you need to hear plays twice. You cannot pause or replay the recording yourself.

3. Time remaining

Keep an eye on how much time you have left in your exam. You will also get alerts when you have 15 and 5 minutes remaining. Please note that you may hide and unhide the timer whenever you want by clicking on it.

4. “Next” button

When you’ve finished answering and reviewing a question, click Next. If you click it without having answered a question, you will receive an alert in order to accidentally avoid skipping a question. You cannot go back and change answers after clicking Next.

5. Task description

Read what the task requires you to do.

6. Question and answer options

Depending on the type of exercise you may have a question with answers, a text to fill in, or other tasks to complete. Read the instructions and all the texts well before answering. When you choose an answer, your choice becomes orange. You may change your answer as many times as you want before clicking next.
Error when clicking “Next”

If you happen, by accident, to click next without having completed a task, the system alerts you before you move forward and leave it blank. You cannot go back and answer after clicking Next.

Remaining time alerts

The system alerts you when you have 15 and 5 minutes remaining in your exam.
QUESTION TYPES

LISTENING

Short text with multiple choice options

Based on the recording you hear, you will have to read questions and respond to them by selecting one of the available options. Note that there may be more than one question per page, so make sure to scroll down.

Multiple choice with an image

Based on the recording you hear you have to respond to a question by selecting the image you think is correct.
READING

Understanding signs and short messages

You will read common signs or extracts from letters, forms, adverts, leaflets, etc. You will answer a question about each one. In the example below, you have to match the correct explanation (A, B or C) to the meaning of the sign.

Sentence with a gap

You complete each sentence by selecting the correct option from the four options provided (A, B, C or D).
Longer text with multiple-choice questions

You will read a longer text and answer multiple-choice questions by choosing one of the available answers (A, B or C).

Filling gaps in a text

You will read a text in which there are missing words (gaps). For each gap, type a correct word to complete the sentence. Use only one word in each space.
Finding information in short texts

You will read several short texts, such as adverts, product descriptions, etc. For each question, you need to select the text (A, B or C) that matches the sentence. You may have to choose each text more than once.

Fill the gaps in a text

This type of exercise tests your knowledge of grammar and vocabulary. You will have to read a text with five words missing. There is a choice of three options (A, B or C) for each gap and you have to choose the best answer.
Provisional results

When you’ve completed your exam, you will see the summary screen shown below which gives a provisional score and the CEFR level in which your score places you. Keep in mind that this is not your official final score. Official scores (Statement of Results) will be announced 5 business days after the exam date.

Please note: A ‘0 out of 100’ score appears for all candidates who do not achieve the minimum score corresponding to CEFR level A1. Therefore ‘0 out of 100’ means you have achieved a score of less than ‘10 out of 100’ and you are below A1 level.